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Bowling alley furor

Paddling right along

Committee
calls for
referendum
By Sandra Coffey

By Ken Miller

staff Writer

staff Writer

A new service to show stu
dents how they can help their
com m unity
will begin
in
January.
The service, called the Com
munity Action Bureau, was ini
tiated by Dianne Long, Cal Poly
political science professor; ASI
Student Community Services;
and Samantha Lutrin, ASI
Community Services adviser.
Efforts to establish CAB have
taken two years. Long said. “ So
many students who want to help
don’t know where to go,’’ she
added.
Lutrin said the bureau will be a
one-stop place on campus where
students can come in and,
through the use of a computer,
find out what community ser
vices need assistance, such as
Hospice and the Salvation Army.
“ Children, handicapped people
and senior citizens are all popular
with students,’’ she said.
There will be three different
locations for CAB: University
Union Room 217, the Center for
Practical Politics in the Faculty
O ffic e B u ild in g an d th e
Neighbors Helping Neighbors
office downtown.
CAB is backed by California
State University funds, Lutrin
said. “ This money was mandated
by the Chancellor’s Office, and
they said that this is what we
have to do with it,’’ she said.
According to Lutrin, Cal Poly
is among the first universities
within the CSU system to im
plement this kind of bureau.
“ Stanford and UCSB have them,
but they’re hardly a year old,’’
she said.
In addition to being able to
help their community, students
can also receive academic credits.
Long said. “ Most departments at
the 200 or 400 levels have
courses that are special projects
See COMMUNITY, page 10
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Bureau to
match up
students,
services
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Gary Johnson, standards compliancs coordinator for Portsrvllls Dsveiopmsntal Center, plays with a
paddle ball toy made by Cal Poly students in a landscape architecture class. The special development
toys were made by Jorg Bartels’ class for patients at Porterville. About 50 toys were created to withstand
the “playfulness" of adult-sized patients, most of whom are behavlorally 18 months to two years old.

A Cal Poly committee has
submitted a petition to ASI
stating a referendum should be
given to students to allow them
to decide the future of the Uni
versity Union bowling alley.
The Save the Bowling Alley
Committee recently presented to
ASI the third petition concerning
replacement of the bowling alley.
Although plans for replacing
the bowling alley with a fitness
center have been discussed, Gail
Wilson, a part-time chemistry
instructor and member of the
committee, said Cal Poly stu
dents should be able to vote on
the issue.
Wilson said the bowling alley
was a “ good idea;’’ she wanted it
to remain at the university. She
said the forthcoming recreational
facility, scheduled to be com
pleted by 1990, will offer stu
dents a wide range of fitness
e q u ip m e n t, and sp e n d in g
$200,000 on a similiar project
isn’t worthwhile.
Roger Conway, U.U. executive
director,said the bowling alley was
becoming a large expense and
didn’t come close to generating
enough money to cover its
operation costs.
Conway said sales at the bowl
ing alley dropped about $15,000
from 1979 to the time it was
closed. He said in the past 10
years the popularity of bowling
has declined, and only about ISO
students were using the facility
on campus.
The proposed fitness center
would be part of Rec Sports,
which currently involves about
10,000 students, Conway said.
Wilson said she is concerned
that the fitness center planned to
replace the bowling alley will, if
built, exceed its estimated
$200,000 price tag. She claims
that additional liability costs
See PETITION, page 10

Needed fo r everyday use

Poly aids local blood bank

IN QUOTES

By Julie Jordan
StaH Writer

Blood is the life force that helps people survive, not only from
emergency accidents, but also from surgery or leukemia, cancer and
other diseases.
More than 95 percent of Americans will receive or have received
blood or blood products in their lifetimes, but this blood is donated
by less than 5 percent of the eligible donor population.
Lucille Boltz, donor recruiter for Tri-Counties Blood Bank, said
they have no problem getting donors in emergencies, but it’s difficult
obtaining a supply for everyday usage. “ Blood is needed for lots of
Sec BLOOD, back page

Corporate recruiters say
students should arrive
at Interviews with more
than their brains and
good report cards. See
page 5.

Antl-intellectualism has long been the an
ti-Semitism of the businessman.
— Adlal Stevenson
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letters to the editor

What do you wish
for this Christmas?
Janet
more:

Correia,

biology

Attacks on Swanson
unfounded and ill-timed

sopho

I wish for my grandfather to
get out of the hospital. And a
new car, that would be great — a
Mazda.

Brian
Boersma,
management senior:

agricultural

I wish for joy and peace
throughout the world. And that
next year will be even better
than this one.

Greg Spicer, economics junior:

Good grades and a lot of pres
ents from Santa. Also, I hope
everything works out for Reagan
and the Republicans with the
Iranian deal.

Phil
Teyssier,
architectural
engineering senior-plus:

I wish to be a feature character
in “ Bloom County.” That’s all I
want.
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Editor — After reading Wednes
day’s article in the Daily on “ some
senators” asking for Kevin Swan
son’s resignation, I felt I had to
write this letter to clear up a few
fine points.
This is my third year in the ASI. In
the past 2.5 years I’ve held the of
fices of: student senator, vice chair
of my school council, member of the
Student Affairs Council, chair of the
SAC budget committee and member
of the senate ad hoc committee. I’m
currently a member of the ASI ex
ecutive staff.
In all the time that I’ve been with
the ASI I have not worked with a
finer individual than Kevin Swanson.
I did not plan to have anything to do
with the ASI this year since I had
become so disgusted with the
system that I decided to find a bet
ter way to spend my time. When
Swanson won the election last spr
ing I thought that maybe now things
would change for the better so I
stuck around.
However, there are always a few
disgruntled people in any political
system. (One percent of Cal Poly
students if you believe Steve Blair’s
petition.) Now Steve Blair and his
cronies have come up with a list of
allegations that they’d like you to
swallow.
First, that Kevin Swanson tried to
use his position as ASI president to
get financial aid. This is a blatant
lie. Swanson asked his secretary to
make him an appointment with the
Financial Aid Office because he
was too busy with ASI matters. Sort
of like making a dental appointment
while you’re at work. The worst part
of it is, his secretary didn’t even
make the appointment. I hope that
Blair and company are paid up on
their liability insurance.
Another allegation was that
Swanson refused to take $3,(XX)
from the Administration to fund the
inform ation cam paign for the
athletics referendum. He did refuse
the money, and he did consult with
the executive staff before doing so.
The reasons for refusing the money
were twofold: there was a conflict of
interest since President Baker en
dorsed the fee increase, and there
has been a tendency in the past for
“ informational campaigns” to turn
into “ promotional campaigns.” See

last year’s taped minutes of a Stu
dent Senate workshop when thenVice President John Sweeney refer
red to the Administration paying for
a “ promotional campaign” in the
fall. He then changed the wording to
“ informational campaign” when
members of the senate started
laughing at him.
I could go on and on, but first an
important question: all of these
things happened months ago —
why make these allegations now? It
couldn’t possibly be that since it’s
the last week of the quarter Swan
son won’t have much of a chance to
respond to these allegations, now
could it? Think about it.
EARL RUBY

Singer can’t perform
at Farmer’s Market
Editor — As a local artist, I’m
ticked off when people lim it my, or
anybody else’s, freedom. I’m Johnny
Base.
A year ago, after moving here
from New York, I began singing at
Farmer’s Market with no problem. I
was in for a surprise. A month ago
the police, sent by a member of the
BIA (the Business Improvement
A s s o c ia tio n ,
w hich
prom otes
Farmer’s Market) told me to stop
singing. Why? Because I was col
lecting money Gust like the other
people at Farmer’s Market). So I
was polite, and I stopped collecting
money.
The following week the police
spoke to me again. Why? This time
they said I needed a permit from,
you guessed it, the BIA.
I applied in person for the permit
at the BIA’s weekly meeting at the
Yogurt Shoppe, and they denied my
request. They said my lyrics might
be considered offensive — even
though they have received no com
plaints, and a lot of people have a
good time listening to me. The BIA
told me that if I were playing Neil
Diamond songs there would be no
problem.
So as it stands, when I sing
downtown again. I’ll be breaking the
law. If you’ve heard me sing and like
it, or even if you don’t like it, or even
if you haven’t heard me but feel this
situation is unjust, come down and
support me, or yell at me, at Farm
er’s Market around 8 p.m.
JOHNNY BASE
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Wally George called
upstanding American
Editor — In response to Eric
Kayser’s letter to the Daily (Nov. 21)
about Wally George: how can any
body, except somebody wallowing
in the filth that pollutes this nation,
or a chronically complaining liberal,
not love Wally George? This man
p u b lic ly speaks out against
homosexuality, porn, drugs, abor
tion, etc. Further, he loves the Unit
ed States of America, the American
flag, John Wayne, Ronald Reagan
and the space shuttle. If Kayser
would only open his liberal eyes he
would see that Wally is arguing in
favor of a better America.
As for intelligent questions, if
Kayser’s idea of intelligent ques
tions are: “ Is it true that Oprah Win
frey w ill be bearing your child in
April?,” “ Were you abused as a
child?” and “ May I have a urine
sample?” then I would like to see
Kayser’s grade in critical thinking.
I am a true red, white and blue fan
of W ally’s and thoroughly enjoy
listening to the man — his
ideologies are straight on course. It
is people like Kayser who are so
preoccupied with meaningless and
totally inapplicable arguments,
such as W ally’s daughter’s appear
ance in an R-rated movie, that they
are blinded to what Wally is trying
to say. Sure there are exceptions to
every rule, but arguments like these
are more directed at tripping up the
man than they are logically ap
plicable.
Kayser needs to realize, like the
rest of us 700 Wally George fans
that packed Chumash Auditorium,
that the man is great. As Wally
would say, get the heck outta here!
DEAN TURCO

Letters policy
Mustang Daily encourages
readers’ opinions, criticisms
and
com m ents.
L etters
should be submitted to Room
226 of the Graphic Arts
Building.
Letters should be shorter
than 250 words, must be
typewritten and must include
the writer’s signature and
telephone number.
Editors reserve the right to
edit all letters for length and
style.
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Cabinet gets $1 trillion budget
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan’s Cabinet was
presented Wednesday with the first $1 trillion spending outline
in history, a fiscal 1988 budget proposal that the president’s
chief economist says will be “ accompanied with a lot of pain.’’
The pain will come in the form of more than $50 billion in
spending cuts and other savings designed to meet the $108
billion deficit target set by the Gramm-Rudman budget balanc
ing law, said Beryl Sprinkel, chairman of the president’s Council
of Economic Advisers.
“ There is no way to cut back or even restrain spending that
doesn’t create problems in the various departments,’’ Sprinkel
told a conference sponsored by the conservative American
Enterprise Institute.
Federal agency heads got their first look at the new budget
proposal, the first installment of which will be submitted to
Congress on Jan. 5, at Wednesday’s Cabinet meeting.
The presentation was accompanied by a strong pitch by
Reagan to go along with the deep spending cuts needed to meet
the Gramm-Rudman deficit target, according to presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes.
More detailed information on individual cuts recommended by
the president’s Office of Management and Budget was being
sent to each federal agency, according to OMB spokesman Ed
win Dale.
Deficit-reduction steps proposed by OMB Director James C.
Miller Hi go far beyond the spending cuts Cabinet members
had recommended for their own agencies, according to ad
ministration officials who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
Even the departments of Education and Energy — the only
two federal agencies to submit preliminary budget requests that
came in under White House guidelines — were told to pare back
their programs further, the officials said.
Broad outlines of the spending plan showed anticipated reve
nues of approximately $900 billion and outlays a shade over the
$1 trillion mark, but less than $1.1 trillion.

Oil foes want offshore sanctuary
FORT BRAGG (AP) — Opponents of offshore oil develop
ment have urged the federal government to scrap plans for
future lease sales that would be the first in 25 years in Northern
California.
A hearing was held by the staff of the Interior Department’s
Mineral Management Service into proposed Lease Sale 91,
scheduled for February 1989.
The sale would take in more than 1.1 million acres off Men
docino and Humboldt counties, ranging from 3 to 27 miles off
shore. Federal geologists estimate 150 million to 760 million
barrels of oil are offshore.
Eleanor Lewallen, who operates a seaweed harvesting
business, said the proposed marine preserve should extend from
San Luis Obispo County to the Oregon line and reach about 200
miles out to sea.
The speakers urged a marine sanctuary be declared that
would ban future offshore oil and gas development.

Processing
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State has high teen birth, abortion rates
NEW YORK (AP) — A study
has found wide variations in
teen-age pregnancy rates among
the 50 states, with Nevada and
California having the highest
rates, according to an article in
Family Planning Perspectives, a
publication of the Alan Guttmacher Institute.
W hile the n a tio n a l teen
pregnancy rate was 111 per 1,000

girls between the ages of 15 and
19, state rates ranged from
North Dakota’s low to a high of
144 per 1,000 in Nevada and 140
per 1,000 in California, according
to the study by Susheela Singh, a
senior research associate at the
institute.
The study found even larger
differences between states in the
proportions of pregnant girls

Hoops
from $6

Colored Stone Rings
from $80

who decide to have an abortion.
Mississippi, with a pregnancy
rate of 125 per 1,000, has the
highest teen birth rate at 84 per
1,000 and one of the lowest abor
tion rates at 22 per 1,000.
California, with a higher
pregnancy rate, has a birthrate
at 53 per 1,000 and the highest
abortion rate at 69 per 1,000.

Pearls
from $26
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Bracelets
from $14

Engagement Sets
from $350

Jaz Watches
from $75

SBWT

Diamond Posts
from $95

Cloisonne Earrings
from $6

Gem Pendants
from $68

From stocking stutters to tear jerkers
Whether it’s a simple gift of frienship or the most heartfelt expression
of your love, Jewelry is always appropriate. You’ll find the gift Ideas
for everybody and every budget at the Gold Concept.

tix'GoLD C oncept
DESIGNERS OF FINE JEWELRY
IN THE NETWORK MALL, DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO
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Grand Opening Blowout
this Thursday, Friday and Saturday
December 4th, 5th and 6th
Music toyim m tt:
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OHM Walsh Speakers
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Toshiba Hi-Fi VHS

• 3 dimensional realism
• Natural clarity in sound
• Full Room Stereo
• Rated a "Best Buy"

• High sensitivity - a true digital speaker system
• Super low distortion
• One o f the most respected loudspeakers

• Razor sharp picture with double azimuth 4 head design
• Freeze frame from cable signal
• Digital s p e c if effects
• Hi-Fi stereo and HQ pro

A

$599 to $4800 per pair

$199 to $1499 each

i O
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Grand Prizes

Car Stereo

Free GT Mountain Bike
Free CD Player

State of the art car CD/Radio
^

^
tt'

T'I

■»j ^
J -U [■-

AVC price $699.00
The Budget System

3 Surprise Giveaways

Piomtr DEX77

enter daily and increase vour odds

• AMIFM cassette player with stereo speakers

E-1

m frSI19.00

AVC price $57.00
Equalizer/Amplifier

Hot BOX Iteni^
Starting p rices

Home Stereo Speakers
CD Players
Walkmans
Portable AM/FM Cassette
Maxell VHS T120 Tapes

• 7 band equalizer
• 4 way fader
• 30 wattstchannel
• LED power meters

$29.00
$159.00
$29.00
$29.00
$4.59

CouMic 8370

Himchi^wortdkaderintecfrnoh^

t r M-Tech Monitor TV

irinch Color TV

• On screen display
• Random access tuning
• 20 button wireless remote
• Black or walnut cabinet
• Extended warranty free
• Video membership free

• Cable ready-recieves a ll cable channels...
UHF, VHF, superband and midband
• Excellent picture quality
• Electronic tuner
• On screen display

n^.$499.00

AVC price $899.00

TheSpedxr Designed^ tìte Environment:

Bose Loudspeakers
Plnaay. »tareoean
com« out and ploy.

fnfr.$5J9.00

0 HITACHI

AVC price $279.00

Watch for the opening o f

electric

• The Bose 101 can play under any weather conditions
including rain!

n^.$199.00

AVC price $169.00

5h inch Projeetìon TV

CeunicRX902

AVC $59.00

n ^ . $1195.00

and

n0-.$849.OO

AVC price $329.00

I S

_______ by my p«ir of 10ipichSpe«liBrt aid |W t $300.00 CD pbyar for $99.00

of OHM SpeakBn aid get »

• Full function compact disc
• Supertuner / // Radio
• Remote control

i l C l N O

'VklipscH
.xD_^toc..M».>c

• Super Bright clear picture
• Built in kfrS
• Cable Ready tuner with wireless remote
• On screen display
• Comb Filter

mfr.$3195.00

(htMsto/sfrtnvahte

W rele^ Remote V<^
• 13 function wireless remote
■Direct drive transport fo r increased tape stabdiry
• 14 day / 2 event programming
• Built with dependibility and durability

mfr.$389.00

0 H IT A C H I

^ ---------

HITACHI

AVC price $2299.00

AVC price $269.00

ice cream in the old Haagen Dazs location.

ADC • ADS • Advent • Bose • Coustic • Fisher • Goldstar • Hafler • Hitachi • Infinity • Jensen • JVC •
Klipsch • Luxman • Magnat • Maxell • NEC • New York Audio • OHM • Onkyo • Pioneer • Recoton •
—«
Shure • Sony • Toshiba • Visonik
Higuera Street
kfflffVs

HHO Marsh Street
aa/

/

S**

•

San Luis Obispo

^

•

54Ì-5778

•.•.■■r'.V.Í’A S V .S '.'.'.'.V S V .»

i-4'

riley’s

\\r
/...F re e

Audio Video Concepts

' F m k b ig .
Marsh Street

i ndiò docftifr^

nirasBssfli^

■I

Open 1():()() am to 6:00 pm Monday thm Saturday, 11:00 am to 5:00 pm Sunday, Thursday Nights until 9:00 pm.
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Good grades aren’t all employers look for
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Ability to work as a team player and
good communication skills may be more
important than a high GPA in landing
that first job, according to corporate
recruiters.
Interviewers for several large corpora
tions said there are many things they are
looking for in potential employees besides
high GPAs and a technical background.
Personality and communication skills,
written and verbal, attitude and leader
ship ability play important parts in the
decision to hire or not to hire.
According to Brendan Floyd, technical
employment representative for AT&T, the
GPA is examined, but it is not the most
important thing. “ A student with a 4.0
probably is going to know his field better
than a student with a 2.0, but there are
many other factors I consider,” he said.
Floyd, who was on campus to recruit
technical majors, said personal attributes
play a major role in who gets hired.
One of these a ttrib u te s is en
trepreneurial ability, or as Floyd said,
“ intra-preneurial” ability. “ An en
trepreneur would be able to develop ideas
but would probably leave the company.
An intra-preneur develops ideas within the
company. We’re looking for people that
someday can say, ‘I know that with $200
million research I can develop such and
such.’ ”
Floyd said besides a risk-taking ability,
he also looks for demonstrated leadership
and well-roundedness. He said AT&T
needs people who can work well with other
people. ‘‘We need people who can coor
dinate the efforts of different parts of the
organization and bring them together in a
common goal.”
Floyd said he finds these people by
looking for those who are into the entire

^

}

\

college environment, not just the academ
som eone who enjoys w orking on
ics but football, fraternities, sororities and
automobiles might be right for Goodyear.
other extracurricular activities.
Leadership ability is also important, ac
cording to Ruschhaupt. ‘‘We need people
Being well-rounded is important to
who can sell ideas with a positive ap
AT&T, according to Floyd. ‘‘One problem
proach. The heavy hand approach to
in corporations today is too many people
management might work for the short
tend to be too narrow-minded. Engineers
term, but for the long-term it falls flat,” he
may only think in terms of production,
said.
while salespeople think only in terms of
total sales. We need people who can think
What are some of the negative traits
about a lot of things at the same time,” he
Ruschhaupt looks for in an interview? ‘‘I
said.
won’t hire a guy who comes in here and
AT&T does not look for a particular im can’t look me in the eye,” he said. He also
said grooming is important during an in
age, but some companies do, Floyd said.
Referring to the investment banking in terview. “ If a guy comes to the interview
in jeans I ask him if wants to be a
dustry, he added, ‘‘I think they have a
tailor-made person in
manager. If he says
mind, a white male
yes, I ask him why
with an MBA from
he is dressed like
*We need people who
Harvard.”
that.” '
can think about a lot
Tom Ruschhaupt,
Jennifer Paddock,
a r e c r u ite r
fo r
o f things at the same
Cal Poly graduate
Goodyear Tire and
and program analyst
time. * — Floyd
Rubber Co., agreed
for Chevron, said
th a t
p e r s o n a lity
good communication
skills and co-op experience are more im
comes before GPA. “ 1 think a positive at
portant than GPA.
titude is probably the most important
Chevron recruiter Sandra Leister said,
thing,” he said, speaking of potential sales
“ We do a lot of our work in teams.”
managers. “ One person’s enthusiasm can
Paddock said verbal and written com
get a whole group through hard times,” he
munication skills are important. “ We can
said.
tell a lot about a student by the way he or
He also said being a team player is im
she fills out the Placement Center form,”
portant. “ When I’m interviewing some
she said.
body I ask myself, ‘Will this person be
Dan Bertozzi, business administration
right for Goodyear, and will Goodyear be
department head, agreed that personality
right for him?’ ”
and people skills might be more important
Ruschhaupt said he finds out if a stu
than GPA. “ What I hear employers say
dent and Goodyear are right for each other
ing is that they look for students with
by asking questions. “ I ask them what
people skills,” he said, adding that stu
they like to do when they are not studying
dents with experience in student gov
or in class.” Because Goodyear promotes
ernment and club membership might have
from within, all new sales managers must
an edge over students without that expe
start at a retail outlet, he said, adding that
V

By Jerry M cKay, Staff Writer

rience.
Lynn Metcalf, business administration
professor, said companies look for a per
son who will fit the corporate style. Met
calf, who has had interviewing experience,
said the first interview is primarily to see
if the applicant fits the style.
Metcalf also said students should take
the time to learn about a potential
employer before the interview. She said
students should look good for the inter
view, but more importantly, they should
prepare themselves by learning about the
potential employer first.
Walter Perlick, business administration
professor, said one thing employers look
for is “ creative instinct.” He added that
Cal Poly students are sometimes deficient
in this area. “ Cal Poly students are very
bright. If you give them an assignment
they do it; if you assign them a paper they
do it. But, when it comes to doing some
thing that requires creativity, they fall all
over themselves.”
Perlick said too much emphasis on high
entrance scores may be part of the pro
blem. He said students must have GPA’s
as high as 3.8 to get into Cal Poly’s
business program. “ This cuts out a lot of
students who might be more creative but
don’t have grades that high,” he said.
“ You wouldn’t believe how many times
a student walks through that door com
plaining because they got an 89 or a 90 on
a test,” Perlick added.
Metcalf agreed with Perlick that Cal Po
ly students sometimes worry too much
about grades and do not concern
themselves enough with learning about
the world around them.
Metcalf said, “ You just want to tell
them, ‘get real.’ ”
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Academic Senate concerned about rank and salary split
By Pamela Varma
Staff Writer

Members of the Academic
committee
Senate
executive

voiced concerns Tuesday over
the issue of separating faculty
rank from salary to compensate
for difficulty in hiring qualified

IS THIS WHAT YOU GET FOR
YOUR RENT DOLLAR??
• Your own spacious bedroom with double-bed

instructors in certain disciplines.
Reg Gooden, statewide aca
demic senator for Cal Poly, noted
points raised and will present
them to the state Academic
Senate in January when it takes
a second look at the developmen
tal paper that was drawn up last
month on separating rank from
salary.
Because of market demand and
high wages paid in industry for

and walk-in closet
• Beautifully landscaped exteriors with modem

ROSS
JEWELERS

and attractively furnished interiors
• Ample Reserve and Non-Reserve Parking for
Residents
• A Quiet, mature environment that caters to
the conscientious student
• ATTENTIVE, caring mahagement STAFF that
recognizes our residents as our clients
• Rents that are competitive and affordable

THE OIAMONO STORE
OF SAN LUISOeiSPO

Largest selection
of Engagement
and Wedding sets
in the county.

If you are not RECEIVING THESE AMENITIES
AND SERVICES, you’ll want TO CALL US TODAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION on our limited openings
available winter quarter.

H C C C S IC C

an exclusive Student Residence
200 N. Santa Rosa St.
San Luis Obispo, CA
544-7007
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qualified people in technical
disciplines such as computer
s c ie n c e ,
e n g in e e rin g
and
business, those fields have been
termed hard-to-hire by the uni
versity system.
Separating rank from salary
has been viewed as one way to
address the problem of getting
people to leave high-paid jobs in
industry to teach.
Traditionally, an instructor
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Owner. Larry Van G undy
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TO MAKE THE DAYS OF FINALS AND THE DAYS PRIOR
TO FINALS MORE RELAXED, WE ARE FURNISHING REFRESHMENTS TO
OUR MEAL TICKET CUSTOMERS AT THE UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
FROM 8pm TO 12pm DURING THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULED STUDY BREAKS:
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\

DECEMBER 7
DECEMBER 8
DECEMBER 9
DECEMBER 10

COOKIES AND FRUIT
SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM
COOKIES AND FRUIT
DONUTS

COFFEE AND HOT CHOCOLATE WILL BE AVAILABLE
EACH NIGHT.
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Dec. 8-12
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with no previous teaching expe
rience has been hired at the rank
of assistant professor and given
the corresponding salary. The
California State University pay
scale is based on a number of
“ steps” ; through promotions and
seniority, a faculty member pro
gresses through the steps, in
creasing both rank and salary.
By unlinking rank and salary,
a person qualified to teach in a
hard-to-hire field could be hired
by the university as an assistant
professor but could receive the
salary of an associate or even full
professor.
This has caused concern in
many disciplines because under
such a system, the average
faculty salary will most likely be
less in the fields of liberal arts
and sciences despite similar
teaching workloads. And by hir
ing instructors at salaries com
petitive with those offered in the
marketplace without separating
salary from rank, people not
qualified to be full professors will
still retain the title of professor.
While no final decision was
reached by the executive com
mittee, as it is the state Academ
ic Senate’s responsibility to draw
up a resolution on the subject,
some interesting points were
brought up at the meeting:
□Tim Kersten, economics pro
fessor, asked if teacher demand
in some fields decreased con
siderably in the future, would
their salaries be decreased to
allow funds to be allocated to the
new field in demand?
□ Joe Weatherby, political
science professor, said the idea of
separating rank from salary is a
“ red herring” and one that will
separate faculty between and
within disciplines regarding their
net worth.
□ Ken Riener, business ad
ministration professor, said that
although there would probably
be a disparity in salaries between
different departments, “ You
don’t go into a field like
philosophy for the money.”
□ Alan Cooper, biological
sciences professor, noted that
many people would be willing _to
sacrifice the prestige of being
called a professor with a $40,000
salary in exchange for a salary of
$100,000 and the title of assis
tant professor. “ I realize the
dollar is the grease that makes
everything go around but this is
a university,” he said. “ If money
is what you really want then go
out into the world and get it.”
□ Charles Dana, associate pro
fessor of computer science,
countered with the argument
that rank affects how faculty
members are viewed by their
peers.
Several people noted that by
immediately bringing someone in
at a high salary, there is a reduc
ed chance to evaluate their per
formance and base raises upon
their progress.
□ John Rogalla, agricultural
management professor, said the
university will be better served
if, when looking to hire, the
search is aimed more at people
primarily interested in teaching.
There was general agreement
that part of the problem in stay
ing competitive with salaries of
fered outside the university is
that salaries overall in the CSU
leave something to be desired.
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Gland troubles tied to PMS

A Sparkling Preview
Of What’s To Come

[Hormone pills said to provide'complete relief for women
BOSTON (AP) — Thyroid
horm one pills can relieve
premenstrual syndrome for many
women whose symptoms appear
to be linked with sluggish
thyroid glands, suggests a new,
preliminary report.
The study found often-mild
thyroid deficiencies in 94 percent
of the victims of premenstrual
syndrome who were tested.
Those who took thyroid pills
“ reported complete relief from
the symptoms of PMS.”
However, several experts said
they doubt that underactive
thyroids — what’s known as
hypothyroidism — contribute to
premenstrual syndrome for most
victims of the common disorder.

The apparent link between the
thyroid gland and premenstrual
syndrome was discovered by Dr.
Nora D. Brayshaw of the Biop
sychiatry Center in Watchung,
N.J. The results of her prelimi
nary experiments were published
as a letter in Thursday’s New
England Journal of Medicine.
In an interview, she said she
has found more than 300 women
“ where the correlation is abso
lutely
p ro fo u n d ”
between
premenstrual
syndrome
and
underactive thyroids, and said
she has used thyroid pills
routinely to treat them.
“ I am so sure I know it works
that when it doesn’t. I’ve been
able to find a problem,” such as

drinking or drugs, that interferes
with the thyroid supplements,
Brayshaw said.
Brayshaw said low thyroid
function may not actually cause
PMS. Instead, the two problems
could be the result of some
broader underlying hormonal
disorder. But she said she be
lieves virtually everyone with
premenstrual
syndrome
has
thyroid deficiencies.
Dr. John Steege of Duke Uni
versity estimates that about 7
percent of American women of
c h ild - b e a r in g
age
hav e
premenstrual syndrome th a t’s
severe enough to interfere with
their daily activities.

Prison costs may be examined
SACRAMENTO (AP) — With
prison costs soaring and the
state government facing a spen
ding lim it, a D em ocratic
legislator proposed Wednesday
creation of a blue-ribbon com
mission to propose solutions to
the impending fiscal crisis.
A sse m b ly m a n
Jo h n
V asconcellos, D-San Jo se,
chairman of the budget-writing
Ways and Means Committee,
said prison support costs are ex-

pected to hit $2.4 billion a year
by 1990, a 1000-percent increase
since 1975.
The state prison admission
rate in 1980 was 100 per 100,000
Californians between the ages of
18 and 49. Vasconcellos said the
rate in 1990 is expected to be 185
— an 85 percent increase in 10
years.
Under an initiative approved in
1979 — the so-called Gann limit
— state spending can’t grow

faster than the cost of living and
population.
Vasconcellos said that in the
past six years the prison opera
tions budget has increased by an
average of 21 percent, while the
state’s General Fund has grown
by only 8.5 percent.
In addition to the prison
operation costs, the state will
spend $2.4 billion to build 23,000
new prison beds at 14 new
prisons.

Benefit Record Sale
Cal Poly Center for the Arts
Friday, Decem ber 5,1986
C al Poly Theatre Lobby
11:00 am to 2:00 pm

Save Over 50%!!
Pop • Rock • Jazz • Classical • Country • Soul
Digital • Direct-to-Disk • Half-Speed • Audiophile Imports
Limited Editions • Out-of-PrInt • Collector’s
A m erica-Beach Boys-Beatles-Boston-Jackson Browne-The CarsChlcago-Eric C lapton-D oobie Brothers-Doors-Eagles-ForeignerHer^drix-Led Zeppelin-M oody Blues-Pink Floyd-Stones-Spyro GyroThe Who-Yes...and m any, m any morel

No o n e w ill b e a d m itte d b e fo re 11:00 a m .
All reco rd s a re n ew a n d fa c to ry s e a le d
W e a c c e p t Visa & M a s te rc a rd .

When you shop for a Diamond Engagement Ring, ask us
about the 4C’s: Cut, Color, Clarity and Carat-weight, the
characteristics that determine the quality and rare beauty of a
diamond. Quality is important in a Diamond Engarement
Ring, and today that means spending about 2 months’ salary
for me best quality diamond you can afford. Come in and see
our wide selection of fine quality Diamond Engagement
Rings in elegant settings. A diamond that youli own forever
should be a tine quality diamond.

'Is 2 m onths' salary too m uch to spend
for som ething that lasts forever?"

alL that gOtters
A I tiiq u e J e w c h y Store
Madonna Road Plaza
San Luis Obispo
544-GEMS

4 ^ Your guide to diamond quality and value.
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Students become a formidable computer purchasing force
By G ita Virmani
Staff Writer

hroughout their education,
students acquire a variety
of school supplies ranging
from pencils and paper to
calculators and typewriters. But
something else has been added to
many students’ collections —
computers.
The number of students buying
computers has steadily increas
ed, and so far this year, students
account for 63 percent of the
computers sold at El Corral
Bookstore, said Rick Brandt of
Plant Operations.
Most Cal Poly students buy
their computers at El Corral
because the bookstore has dis
counted prices available to full
time students, said Nick Routh,
merchandise manager of El Cor
ral.
“ I shopped around for months,
comparing prices on various
computers and the bookstore
ended up having the best deal,”
said John Lopez, business junior
and owner of a Macintosh Plus.
Current prices for the com
puters that are sold on a regular
basis at El Corral are: $1,550 for
the Macintosh Plus, $1,095 for
the Macintosh 512K, $1,539 for
the Hewlett Packard 150A, and
$895 for the IBM PC.
Students acquire computers in
various ways. Some raise the
money themselves, and some
receive computers as gifts from
their parents.
Bill Pearce, a computer science
freshman, saved money from a
summer job to buy his HP 150.
‘‘I knew that having my own
computer would save me a lot of
time and hassle,” he said. ‘‘It’s
inconvenient to have to wait in
line at school to use the com
puters there.”

T

DOUG NASCHKEMuttang Dally

Ag management major Ben Wolff composes a term paper on his newly-purchased Macintosh computer.

On the other hand, Tom Finnigin, an agriculture engineering
sophomore, got his Macintosh
Plus from his parents as an ‘‘ear
ly” graduation gift.
‘‘I’ve got three years left be
fore I graduate, but my dad
knew that the computer would be
an extremely practical pre
graduation gift, and it is,” he
said.
The Macintosh computers are
the most popular, accounting for
about 85 percent of the El Corral

sales, Routh said.
‘‘Students buy computers,
especially Macs, for word pro
cessing, but they can be for any
conceivable use,” he said. ‘‘It
depends on what their major is.”
Russell Henning, a mechanical
engineering major, bought an
Apple He two years ago.
‘‘Both my wife and I ate stu
dents and the computer cuts the
time it takes us to do lab reports
and papers in half,” he said.
Student computer owners do

have problems, however.
The purchase of the computer
itself is only the beginning of the
expense involved in owning a
computer.
‘‘I have spent thousands of
dollars on my computer,” Lopez
said. ‘‘I pan’t help myself — all
the software and accessories are
so tempting.”
Chris Hinds, a liberal arts
senior, has a Macintosh 512K
and says his friends are con
stantly borrowing his computer.

‘‘I hardly get to use it myself
any more ... My roommates and
friends always seem to have a
paper to write or a resume to
print up,” he said.
Stephanie Elliot, a political
science junior, borrows her
friend’s IBM PC every time she
has a paper to write.
‘‘It’s so much easier composing
a paper on a computer because
you can switch things around
w ithout having to re-type
everything,” she said. ‘‘My
friend always lets me use his
computer.”
Computer user groups in the
community offer ways for stu
dents to meet other students who
own computers.
The San Luis Apple User’s
Group (SLUG) is a community
organization that caters to Apple
com puter
u sers,
p rim arily
Macintosh and Apple II users.
‘‘SLUG is a place to meet peo
ple who have similar questions
and problems about their com
puters as you do,” said Walter
Wilson, the group’s treasurer.
‘‘We have a real cross-section of
people who attend our meetings,
but more than half the members
are students.
‘‘The group’s membership has
doubled over the past three
years, which indicates that about
twice as many students now own
computers,” Wilson said.
SLO-BYTES PC User’s Group
is an IBM-compatible computer
group. It is a community
organization with programs that
include software reviews, hard
ware workshops and guest
speakers.
SLO Clones, a Sanyo computer
and
Hewlett-Packard
user’s
group, also serves students who
own computers.
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SAN DIMAS, Calif. (AP) — A long-awaited experimental brush
fire to study whether smoke and dust from an atomic war would
trigger a ‘‘nuclear winter” was scrubbed Wednesday after a
helicopter crashed while igniting a test burn.
The pilot escap>ed serious injury, but the accident left in doubt
when the $750,000 experiment would be performed.
Gordon Rowley, fuels management officer for the U.S. Forest Ser
vice and the ofndal with the final say on the burn, said the fire
would be rescheduled for Friday at the earliest. If it does not take
place by Dec. 15 or 16, it will probably have to be delayed until June
because of difficulty in assembling the needed firefighting aircraft.
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thursday 4
•KCPR will sponsor a quarter
wrap-up report by ASI President
Kevin Swanson at 11 a.m.
Thursday.
•Dr. Joseph Opio-Odongo, a
Fulbright
scholar-in-residence
from Uganda, will speak at 3
p.m. Thursday in the Staff Din
ing Room. He will speak on “ Ex
cellence vs. relevance in African
agricultural education: evidence
from Uganda.”
•The ASI Hobby Garage will
perform 12-point vehicle safety
inspections this week for stu
dents, staff, faculty and alumni.
A fee of $1 will be charged for
the checks, which will be aimed
at preventing break-downs on
the trip home. Business hours for
the garage are: Thursday, 1 to 5
p.m.; Friday, 1 to 5 p.m.; Satur
day, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; and
Sunday, noon to 4 p.m.

•The University Union Craft
Center Committee will sponsor a
Christmas craft sale from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Thursday in the Uni
versity Union Plaza.
A d d itio n a lly , the H obby
Garage will be accepting vehicles
for storage inside their garages.
Vehicles must be dropped off no
later than Dec. 7 and must be
picked up by Jan. 10. The charge
is 50 cents for bicycles and $1 for
motorcycles.
•The Industrial Technology
Society will sponsor an egg drop
contest at 11 a.m. Thursday in
the University Union Plaza.
Student Community Services
will sponsor a holiday sharing
drive presentation at 11 a.m.
Thursday in the University
Union Plaza.

friday 5

Court rules for aerial pot searches
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Greenhouses are not
off limits to the eyes of officers taking part in
aerial marijuana searches, according to a ruling by
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
The court ruled on Tuesday officers without
warrants may look for hidden plantations from the
air — even those inside the supposed privacy of
greenhouses.
The three-judge panel reversed a federal judge's
finding in the case of six Yuba County defendants
that air surveillance prior to obtaining a warrant
was an illegal search.
The six, contending they had a right to consider
the interior of the greenhouse private, argued that
553 marijuana plants seized in August, 1982,
could not be used as evidence.
The justices noted the suspects “ clearly went to
great lengths to prevent anyone from seeing any
thing inside the greenhouse.” Nevertheless, of
ficers flying at not less than 1,000 feet altitude
were able to see what appeared to be marijuana
plants.

They said the officers on three overflights
¡“ discerned shadows, shapes of plants and shades
of green” ... and that the plants “ were of a color
, and height “ consistent with marijuana.’”
The court concluded that “ what a person know
ingly exposes to public view” is not protected by
the Fourth Amendment provisions against unreaI sonable search and seizure.
, The U.S. Constitution “ does not require one to
build an opaque bubble over himself to claim a
reasonable expectation of privacy,” the justices
observed. However, they said if the bubble he does
build “ allows persons in navigable public airspace
to view his illicit activity, whatever expectation of
privacy he has certainly is not reasonable.”
After Tuesday’s decision. Assistant U.S. Atty.
Douglas Hendricks said the government plans to
bring W.N. Daniel Broadhurst, Gregory Dor land,
Joseph A. Broadhurst, Steven S. Townsend Jr.,
Deborah Dorland and Beverly E. Broadhurst to
trial on the three-count indictment.

•A dance, sponsored by Phi
Beta Sigma, will be held at 8
p.m. in Chumash Auditorium.
•ASI Outings will sponsor
basic winter mountaineering in
desolation wilderness and canoe
ing on the Rio Grande during the
quarter break. Details are avail
able in the Escape Route.
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CHRISTMAS SHOW 4FRIDAY, DEC. 5 and SATURDAY DEC. 6
Many items to choose from, including
Christmas wreaths, poinsettas,
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Bowling balls and equipment remain unused In the University Union bowling alley.

0SOS STREET SUB§

MIKE SHOUP/Mustang Dally

From page 1
/ volved in the construction of the
associated with higher risk activ fitness center, and he said using
ities such as weight training and
students such as architecture
aerobics would raise the costs of majors for construction work will
the project. If a weight room is help keep costs of the project
needed before construction of the down. Students will do the work
for class credit or on a volunteer
recreation facility is complete,
there are other places on campus basis.
to put it, according to Wilson.
Conway said: “ We’ve brought
Conway said it is critical not to
the issues about the fitness pro
gram out in the open. If we had
any doubts, we wanted people to
know about them and to know
Conway said the
the risks so that if we ran into
bowling alley didn’t any problems it would be
understandable.” He estimated
cover its expenses
the cost of the project to be
about $185,000, not including
donations taken in.
exceed the estimated cost of the
Conway said the petition is
center, because projects costing currently with the ASI election
more than $200,000 have to be committee, and members of the
contracted out to licensed con committee are validating its
tractors. Therefore, special ef signatures. He said he expects
forts are being made to stay the issue to be an important one
within the $200,000 limit. Con and that it’s possible it will go to
way wants students to be in- referendum.

COMMUNITY
From page 1
or special problems or field work,
courses they can enroll in and get
credit at the smame time. Most
departments have these special
problem courses. They get
credits as they apply to the
community service they’re do
ing,” she said.
Part of the new bureau will be
a community service stipend
program, in which 15 students
who spend a quarter helping the
community will each receive a
stipend of $1,000, Long said.
A committee will be formed
winter quarter, and the criteria
for determining who will receive

the stipends will be developed by
that committee. Long said. The
stipends will be given out in the
spring, but students can par
ticipate in the program either
spring or summer.
Stipends are available for only
upper division and graduate stu
dents, Lutrin said. “ I think the
rationale for that is that we want
people to come in who have had
experience from volunteering in a
human service agency. We just
want to make sure that they’re
not in it for the buck.”
Lutrin explained why she
thinks these funds have been
earmarked for the community

service activities. “ There’s a
group that has surveyed all the
CSU campuses to see how much
community service work is going
on. It’s in order to prepare a
report and some kind of recom
mendation to be submitted to the
state court in San Francisco. It’s
a proposal to beef up community
service. It might be that they’re
trying to make community ser
vice mandatory for graduation,
but I wouldn’t count on a thing
like that passing,” Lutrin said.
“ I think the service will be
widely used, maybe not im
mediately, but definitely in fall
quarter,” she added.
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Soot over Arctic may be raising temperature of region
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
warm blanket of soot may be
raising temperatures around the
North Pole by absorbing newly
arriving sunlight as well as light
reflected from the icecap below,
government scientists reported
Wednesday.
“ One pollution plume we en
countered on a flight over the
icecap off Barrow, Alaska, last
March was the equivalent of five
or six large power plants putting
all their effluents in a single
plume,” said Dr. Russell Schnell
of the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration.
The pollution “ was about 100
miles wide and 1,000 feet deep,
and when we first flew into it we
thought we had flown into the
plume of a volcanic eruption. We
didn’t believe the instruments on
the aircraft,” Schnell said.
The NOAA report was based
on a study of the haze that has
been observed over the Arctic
region in the last three decades.
This haze layer has been
reported as much as 18,000 feet
thick and scientists have ex
pressed concern about its warm
ing the Arctic climate, although
they remain unsure of the exact
effects as yet.
There have been reports of a

reduction in the amount of pack
ice in the Arctic in recent years,
although evidence has not yet
tied this to the pollution layer.
T he
a v e ra g e
s u r fa c e
temperature of the Earth has
risen slightly in recent years,
probably a result of the so-called
greenhouse effect in which the
increasingly polluted atmosphere
traps more heat from the
sunlight.
The Arctic pollution probably
moves north from industrial and
chemical complexes in eastern
Europe and Asia, NOAA said.
Examinations of air flow and a
chemical analysis of the pollution
indicate that some of the soot
traveled as much as 4,000 miles,
Schnell reported.
Another participant in the
study, Tony Hansen of the Uni
versity of California’s Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, said that
at times the Arctic pollution ex
ceeded levels measured over the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
New Jersey.
Hansen said on one test flight
carbon soot in the Arctic region
was measured at 700 nanograms
per cubic meter, while the
highest concentrations found in
the New Jersey studies last
January were 500 nanograms per

cubic meter. A nanogram is
about one-billionth of the weight
of a typical paper clip. A cubic
meter is a little more than a cubic
yard of air.
The same NOAA research air
craft and instruments were used
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Philadelphia.
However, he added,
Arctic concentration
dioxide was 15 parts
of air, compared with
centration of 9 parts
over the Atlantic Coast.
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in both studies.
Another pollutant, sulfur diox
ide, averaged two parts per
billion of air over the Arctic,
about the same levels as the U.S.
East Coast, said Dr. Donald
Thornton of Drexel University in

FEATURING THE HITS
“I ’M CHILLIN’" “STREET ROCK”
“MAGILLA GORILLA"

CERTAIN THINGS
ARE UKELY
FEATURING “ONE STEP” A
“NEVER TOO LATE TO LOVE YOU"
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Protection that doesn’t get
in the way of performance!

IIKDOL & THE GANG I

FOR THE MEN:

•NIKE WIND PANTS
• MADE OF NYLON
• MANY COLORS & SIZES
• 20% OFF

TRILOGY
FEATURING: “YOU D O N ’T REMEMBER,
I ’LL NEVER FORGET ” “FIRE” 4 “CRYING

I

FOREVER

mm

FEATURING: “VICTORY ” “HOLIDAY"

CINDERELLA
CONTAINS: “SHAKE M E’
NOBODY’S FOOL ” 4 “PUSH, PUSH’
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)
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Sporting Goods

;

BONJOVi

UNITED

SLIPPERY WHEN WET

BROTHERS

INCLUDES “G O IN ’ TO THE BANK ”
4 “TAKE IT FROM ME”

CONTAINS: "YOU GIVE LOVE A BAD
NAME ” “LIVIN’ ON A PRAYER ”

CONTAINS “BROTHERS”
“HEAR IT FROM THE HEART"

C fl M M Û 0 C

since 1945

886 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

COMMODORES

543-2197

One block from the mission

>

BRIAN SPENCE
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Some cancers resist therapy by expelling drugs

NEW YORK (AP) — Some
cancer
ce lls
th a t
re s is t
chemotherapy apparently expel
the drugs through “ chemical
pumps,” but scientists hope they
can sabotage that defense, accordinK to new studies from sev

eral laboratories.
The suspected pump is a
chain-like protein that snakes in
and out of cell walls. While it
serves some unknown function in
normal cells, drug-resistant cells
have the protein in unusually

high amounts.
Further research may someday
allow doctors to hinder the pum
ping operation in cancer and even
activate it in healthy cells to help
them withstand the poisonous
onslaught of chemotherapy.

scientists said in interviews.
Resistance of cancer cells to
multiple drugs is a key problem
of chemotherapy. Some cancers,
like those of the colon and lung,
resist drugs.
If resistance to standard dt

w

s

could be overcome, said Dr. John
Stevens of the American Cancer
Society, “ we could give our
chemotherapeutic agents a se
cond lease on life in a much more
incisive fashion.”
The new research is providing
good evidence that the pump
mechanism is one way cancer
cells
resist
chem otherapy,
Stevens said.
The most recently published
study appears in Thursday’s
issue of the British journal
Nature.
Victor Ling and colleagues at
the Ontario Cancer Institute,
Princess Margaret Hospital and
the University of Toronto
describe striking structural simi
larities between the suspected
pump protein and a known pump
protein from bacteria.

«S. 'Vfi-

Unusually high levels of the
suspected pump, called Pglycoprotein, had previously
been demonstrated in some
cancers that resist several drugs,
Peter Juranka, a co-author of the
study, said in a telephone inter
view.
Other studies have focused on
a gene that directs cells to pro
duce the P-glycoprotein pump.
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Voyager trip
around globe
could begin
next week
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The great beers of the world go by one name: Lbwenbrau. Brewed in Munich.
Brewed in England, Sweden, (’.anada,Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.

iKWodDCmsFoRLbimaiiAU.
0 1986 Miller Brewmg Co Milwaukee, Wl
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MOJAVE (AP) — The experi
mental Voyager airplane will
make a final eight-hour test
flight today before attempting a
nonstop around-the-world flight
that could start next week, a
spokeswoman said Wednesday.
“ It’s almost like a dress
rehearsal,” said Wanda Wolf,
describing the planned heavy
load test flight of the spidery
aircraft.
Pilots Dick Rutan and Jeana
Yeager prepared Wednesday
afternoon to fly Voyager the
30-mile distance from its hangar
at Mojave Airport to Edwards
Air Force Base, where it will take
on fuel.
During the test flight. Voyager
will fly back and forth between
Edwards and the San Joaquin
Valley, Wolf said.
Because of seasonal weather
patterns along the planned route,
the historic 12-day flight by the
experimental twin-engine craft
will have to begin the flight in
coming weeks or risk postpone
ment until spring, flight planners
said.
Despite a morning weather
briefing showing weather pro
blems could force still another
delay. Wolf said, “ It could very
well be next week when we go
around the world.”
“ There is definitely some bad
weather ahead of them, but they
expect the weather will be with
them,” she said. “ They are still
planning to do it this year.”
T he p la n e , m ade fro m
lightweight carbon fiber materi
al, weighs only 1,845 pounds, but
when filled with fuel, it will
weigh 9,800 pounds.
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Wrestlers drop first
home match of season
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor

Heavyweight wrestler Ben
Lizama won the only match for
the Mustangs Tuesday, as the
Cal Poly squad was defeated in
its first home match of the year
by eighth-ranked Oklahoma, 297.
Lizama’s match, which began
with the Mustangs down 29-4,
saw neither wrestler score in the
first period. However, in the se
cond period, Lizama scored seven
points on his way to winning the
match, 12-3,
The 275-pound wrestler had
demonstrated some early-season
heroics in the M ustangs’
previous match against 16thranked Fresno State, when he
pinned his opponent to enable
Poly to pick up a narrow 18-17
win.
Scoring the other four points
for the Mustangs on Tuesday
w ere
1 2 6 -p o u n d
D a rre n
Rodriguez and 134-pound Wayne
Nishiura, who each tied their

e tk
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Cal Poly’8 Wayne Nishiura gets the upper hand against Oklahoma’s Carl Sewell on Tuesday.
V

< <

Sooner opponents.
While Rodriguez came back
from a one-point second-round
deficit to pick up the tie,
Nishiura scored six unanswered
points in the final round to tie his
opponent, 9-9.
Rodriguez’s tie came in the
final 30 seconds of the match,
when he earned a two-point
reversal against his freshman
opponent, T.J. Sewell.
Nishiura’s performance was
especially impressive because he
was filling in for John Martin,
who tore cartilage in his knee
earlier this year. Martin had
wrestled on the injured knee in
the Mustangs’ first several mat
ches, but coach Lennis Cowell
decided it was time to let Mar
tin’s knee mend.
“ It’s something we want to get
taken care of now or we wouldn’t
have him in Hawaii (Dec 30-31),’’
he said.
Aside from being without
Martin, the Mustangs also are
See WRESTLING, page 14

ELLisoN/Mu«tang Daily

Christmas Sale.
As our gift to you, El Corral Bookstore will deduct 20%-35% from the
price of selected merchandise during the Annual Christmas Sale.
Discounted 20% for the sale will be Christmas Gifts, Gift Books, School
Supplies, Art, Craft and Technical Equipment, Clothing, Stationery,
Greeting Cards, Calendars, Photo Supplies, Batteries, Blank Tapes,
Jewelry and more. Also take advantage of our regular 35% off price on
Hardbound Best Sellers and save 10% off the publishers suggested price
on all Leasure and Reference Books from our General Book Department.
Hurry for best selection as this sale is limited to existing stock.

Save 20%-35%

December 8-12

14
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WRESTLING

Gymnasts to begin
season in Northridge
The Cal Poly gymnastics
team will be going into its first
meet of the season Friday with
enough potential to grab first
place and beat Cal State Nor
thridge after a two-year wait.
Head coach Tim Rivera said
the meets against Northridge
have always been close, but this
year’s team is “ by far more
ready than they’ve ever been
before, this early in the year.’’
The 'four-team meet will be
7:30 p.m. at Northridge and will
include Cal Poly Pomona and
Southern Utah State.
The Lady Mustangs finished
their season last year ranked
16th in the nation. Four women
placed in the top three positions
in three events at the regionals,
while two missed qualifying for
nationals by .05 points.
However, only five gymnasts
will be returning this year.
Rivera said the Lady Mustangs
have gained 12 new women who
could take the team to nationals.
Two of the outstanding new
freshmen are Kimm Zernik and
Mimi Phene.
“ Both of these girls will be
top-ranked gymnasts in the
country and will definitely help
the team reach their goal of
making nationals this year,’’
said Rivera.
Phene said she would like to
qualify for nationals, but also
thinks the whole team could go.
“ We’re going to do well this
year,’’ she said. “ Everyone on
this team is good at something.’’
Zernik said: “ This is a new
experience for me. I’ve always
been on a club team, where all
your teammates are usually
younger and not very suppor
tive. Here, the girls are really
helpful and I get a lot of sup
port.’’

Another gymnast to watch
this year is freshman Kim Wells.
“ Kim has come a long way
since the beginning of practice,’’
said Rivera. “ She has a lot of
potential and will be another
strong contender for the team.’’
Mary Kay Humble is also an
all-around gymnast, with her
strongest events being the
balance beam and the vault. She
throws a full-twist on the horse,
which is one of the more difficult
vaults one can do, said Rivera.
Julie Williams is one of the
returning all-around gymnasts
and a strong competitor in the
floor exercise and the vault.
Rivera said Williams could not
finish last season due to injuries
but has made a strong recovery.
“ She is definitely a team
leader, being one of the
veterans, and the only senior on
the team,’’ Rivera said.
Other returning gymnasts in
clude Wendy Meyer, who redshirted last year and will be
strong on the uneven bars; Kelly
Packer, who will bring depth to
the floor-excercise team; Tracy
Gamble, a specialist in vaulting;
and Suzi Greene, a specialist on
the uneven bars.
Two more additions to the
team are sophomore Julie Bolen
and junior Debby Alessi. Both
are all-arounders,
although
Bolen’s strongest events are the
uneven bars and the floor exer
cise, while Alessi does par
ticularly well on the balance
beam.
Rivera said he thinks having a
younger team is an advantage:
“ It looks great for the next few
years, and the veterans can lead
the new ones, showing them the
differences between a club team
and a college team.”

Mustang Dally flla ptioto

Cal Poly gymnast Kelly Packer participates on the balance beam.

From page 13
missing the services of 167pound wrestler Eric Osborne,
who is nursing an ankle injury.
The junior is undefeated in three
matches.
Another injury the Mustangs
have to face is that of Anthony
Romero, who has strained liga
ments in his knee. The 177-pound
junior lost his bout Tuesday,
12-4, but Cowell said Romero
isn’t in the best of shape.
The only pin of the evening
was turned in by Oklahoma’s
Darrin Higgins, who took down
Lance Cowart 1:45 into the first
round. The loss drops Cowart’s
record to 5-3.
Atlhough the Mustangs lost
the match, Cowell is still im
pressed with the way his team is
wrestling. Poly had beaten
16th-ranked Fresno even though
the Mustangs were not mention
ed among the nation’s top-40.
“ I think we’re a lot better than
I thought we would be at this
point,’’ Cowell said. “ I’m pleased
with the difference from last year
to this year. They have a dif
ferent attitude — these guys
want to win.’’
With the several early-season
injuries, Cowell sees the depth of
the Cal Poly team as a definite
advantage.
H o w e v e r , t he
Mustang squad is a very young
one, and it will have to prove it
can compete in the Pac-10 Con
ference.
“ I think the thing that will
dictate how our season goes is
how our younger kids handle it,’’
said Cowell.
The loss to the Sooners drops
the Mustangs’ dual match record
to an even 4-4, while Oklahoma is
2-0. The Sooners defeated Cen
tral State 20-11 earlier this year.
Cal Poly will compete in the
Las Vegas Tournament on Fri
day and Saturday and will return
home Jan. 4 for a match against
the Ducks of the University of
Oregon.

College Book Company Presents

TEXTBOOK B U Y BACK
AT TWO LOCATIONS,

DURING FINALS

In Front o f El C orral B ookstore
December 8-12, 8:00 am-4:00 pm

The Truck Betw een M ath
and E ngineering W est
December 9-12, 8:30 am-3:30 pm
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QPPPIAI
Mandatory Meeting Dec. 3rd 8PM in
the Snack Bar-for anyone going to
STEAMBOAT! Tuneup Specialist,
final group requests,refreshments
and 7 year ski instructor to talk
Bear Valley trip! BETHERE!!!!!!
COLOR,COLOR,COLOR FOR $1.95! SOS
IS SELLING “KIDS COLORFUL S.L.O.“
COLORING BOOKS IN UU PLAZA FROM
11-1 Pm DEC 2-5. PROCEEDS GO TO
PALS AND SCS. BOOKS ALSO SOLD
UU217DEC2-11.

IVfU DELTA PHI
MEETING
oday! Thurs 11am 206 SciN
guest speaker: Dr. Cohen
orthodontist
new members welcome

RESUMES-JOBSmTT
Get Yours! All majors welcome.
Drop off resumes in the UU APCM62
before Dec 2 for SWE resume book

^ S fíP E
Short meeting: Thursday 6:00 p.m.
Come take a study break
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
JOHN BURNARSKI - LA. DEPT. OF
WATER & POWER SPEAKS AT WED.
MEETING, DEC.3 - 7:30PM ENGR13
RM 118.

ATTENTION AUTHORS
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE IS INTEREST
ED IN DISPLAYING YOUR BOOK IN OUR
NEW "LOCAL AUTHOR“ SECTION. ALL
FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENTS WHO
HAVE HAD THEIR BOOK PUBLISHED
ARE INVITED TO CALL KERRY ROBERTS
AT 546-1101

Cheaper T extbooks
ARE MOVING
POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE will be
NEXT TOCHUMASH
beginning next QTR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? Do yours at
Poly Plant and Floral's Christmas Show
FRI 12-4PM SAT 9AM-5PM Holiday
wreaths,floral arrangements, Poinsettias,
Boston Ferns, many varieties of orchids
and much more. INFO.? 546-1106
COLOR, COLOR, COLOR FOR $1.95!
S.C.S. IS SELLING "KIDS COLORFUL
S.L.O." COLORING BOOKS IN U.U.
PLAZA FROM 11-1 pm Dec. 2-5. PRO
CEEDS GO TO P.A.L.S. & S.C.S. BOOKS
ALSO SOLD UU 217 Dec. 2-11

SportClubsCalendar
NOW ON SALE IN UU PLAZA THRU
DEC 12 FROM 1-3 DAILY
THANK YOU HOLIDAY SHARERS!
THE GREEKS-THE RESIDENT HALLS
SCHOOL OF ARCH-ACCOUNTING CLUB
CIRCLE K-OH CLUB-PALS PROGRAM
PEER HEALTH COORDINATORS
CARDINAL KEY HONOR SORORITYPlease join us Dec. 4 at 11:00 in
the UU fora special presentation
and reception afterwards. Thank
you for sharing your Holiday
SPIRIT!
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
THE HOLIDAY’S ARE HERE!
Share yourself or your club
through the Holiday Sharing
Drive. Get into the spiriteverywhere from carolling at a
retirement home to a toy drive
Call 546-2476 for more info.
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
THE LIVING DEAD DANCE
Thursday, Dec 4 Chumash Audit.
The University Union will be
excepting written proposals for
roomi 19.Applications are available
in UU 202 and are due by Jan 15
Unique Gift! Handwriting analysis
in depth.12 yrs. exp. send sample wf
$20 check or MO by Dec 15 To: Sue
Montgomery. PO Box 3141, SLO 93403.
Gift Certs. Avail.

WANT TO HELP
DECORATE
CAL POLY'S ROSE FLOAT
AFTER XMAS?
COME TO OUR LAST MEETING OF
THE 1/4 TONITE 8PM UU220 OR
STOP BY OUR OFFICE ANYTIME
UU214.
Watch Out! The Sea Barn has the
perfect watch for you by Swatch,
Town & Country, Big Dog, and OP. Don’t
be late on the great selection. At
the Sea Barn in Avila Beach.

I^ersonalls"
CHRISTMAS PARTIES7RENT A DRESS
AT CINDERELLA RENTALS! SAVE$$$
GUNNE SAX $25-$35 489-2130

DAN

CREATION-EVOLUTION ORGANIZATION MEETING
THURS DEC 4 11am 201 SCI NOR.
COME AND DISCUSS HOW WE MIGHT
PURSUE THIS GREAT CONTROVERSY.
WE WANT PEOPLE ON BOTH SIDES.
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER!
Lycra Tights $11 Bike Shorts $14
Much More! Wells Outlet 245 Tank
Farm Rd. TH,F,S,SU. 12:00-5:30
SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS NOW!!
$$$E A S Y M O N E Y $$$
Photographer & Pianist needed for
small SLO wedding Dec 13.773-3745.

Get More $$ For
Your UsedTextbooks
Set your own price and sell them
thru POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE
we will take books in T-Th 10-4
MUSTANG LOUNGE
KCPR TEE SHIRTS!
WE HAVE THEM-BLUE-WHITE-RASPBERRY! ICE GREEN IN BEFORE FINALS
$8.50. LOOK FOR US AT U.U. OR SEE
US AT THE STATION BETWEEN 9-5!
POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE
HOW WE WORK
YOU bring books to us
YOU set your own price
WE shelve your boks and sell
WE give you $$ minus 10% comsn
SALES M-F first week of QTR
RESULTS-MEGA $$

■ RENT-A-CAROU
4 TO 16CAROLERS
543-7923 LEAVE NAME, * & GROUP
SENiOR PROJECT OPPORTUNITY
UEC IS LOOKING FOR MARKETING
STUDENT TO DO EVALUATIONS OF
SERVICE AREAS IN THE UU. CALL
TONY CELEBRINI AT 544-4949 OR
LEAVE NOTE W/ LINDA LEE IN APC

P

MEN OF CAL POLY 1987 CALENDAR
-NOW $3.98- EL CORRAL

HAPPY 21st
BIRTHDAY
MAKE THE FAIRY TALE COME TRUE...
CINDERELLA RENTALS HAS A GORGE
OUS DRESS WAITING JUST FOR YOU
$25-35 GUNNE SAX ORIGINALS
489-2130
STENNER GLEN RESIDENTS UNITE
We're mad as hell and won't take
it anymore! Cheat death! Save
yourself and time, eat lunch on
campus with a 4 meal lunch plan.
TOTHE GANG OF CHORRO ST
>b.c,f, 2 PLUS DANNY AND KILEY
THANKS AND MERRY CHRISTMAS
teeny

IIWOW48II
dead week reunion-Fri,Dec5 3:30-7
ASVP Joe-541-5907 or Lynn 541-3870

SIGMA CHI:Thanks for a GREAT time
during DERBY DAYSIAnd thanks to
our wonderful coaches Norm,Dan, &
Scott! Love, the ZETAS

CRAFT CENTER ANNUAL XMAS CRAFT
Sale. All are invited. Handmade
gifts-ormaments,plants,etc. Dec. 4
Begins at 10am in the UU Plaza
SILENT NIGHT.DEADLY NIGHT
The last midnight movie of the
season!!! Dec 5&6atthe Fremont.
Take a study break! * Door Prizes*
The Mini-Adventures of
WINNIE THE POOH
Wednesday, Dec. 3, in Chumash
Showings at 7:00,9:15
Tickets on sale at UU box office
Only $1.50! Don’t miss it!

RUDOLF?
THE KAY DEES
COMING SOON
Theta Chi Little Sister Rush
JANUARY 3 STAYTUNED
DIANE, MICHELE, AND STEPHANY.
WE LOVE YOU AND WILL MISS
YOU LOTS!
THEKAYDEES
HAPPY HOLIDAYS S ig m a
HAVE A GOOD ONE
JIMMY
Pat Forbeck
You’re an Animal!!
Merry Merry
Ho Ho,YLS

kappa

APPLE lie System-128K-Monitor
2 disk drives-mouse-imagewriterll
printer-extensive software-exint
cond. $1000 OBO 543-3969

LOST CAR KEYS
25$ REWARD
MINI MAGLITE ATTACHED
CALL KIMO 541-0755 LEAVE MSG

Attention: Seeking Dec. Grad.
Tickets. Will pay cash!!!
FALL GRAD TICKETS NEEDED! $$$
PLEASE CALL STEVE AT 5^6-8562.
GRAD TICKET$ WANTED
CALL TED AT 541-4920
GRAD TICKETS NEEDED
WILL PAY TOP$$ ERIC 541-4628
HELP! Need Grad Tickets. Will Pay Top
Dollar. Please Call 543-0855.
Help! I need extra graduation
tickets.Out-of-state relatives
coming.Willing to pay.Please
Call 544-2681 Leave message.
I DESPERATELY NEED GRAD TICKETS.
WILL PAY TOP $. CALL 541-2046.
I NEED GRAD TICKETS
GRANDMA TOO BIG TO SIT ON LAP!
WILL PAY CASH PAUL 541-2669

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
SHARE ROOM NEXT TO POLY $175
WTR & SPRG CALL KENT 544-7853

XMAS Special
Available Til 12-24-86 PC-XTCLONE640K-RAM,Turbo Board 8:04 CLOCK
Speed Mono-Graphics Card printer
port,Monotor&AT Type Keyboard, 2-360K
Floppy drives $1295. plus Tax Cash &
Carry.Add-21 meg internal hard Drive and
Take away one Floppy drive $1795.00
plus Tax. Call Collect 7:(X) To 5:(X) Daily.
Santa Maria 928-0840.
YAMAHA PC8 PORTABLE 30-W RE
CEIVER AUTO REVERSE DOLBY B,C
CASSETTE 5-BAND EQUALIZER $275
541-6971
12’ SAILBOARD, APPROXIMATELY 46
SQUARE FEET,INTERMEDIATE,QUICK,
LIGHT, DURABLE, SIRROCCO/
CONNELLY, $450,543-0763
18 KARAT GOLD JEWELRY Unique,
handcrafted Call 544-2693
3 QUALITY ROPING SADDLES 2382966

Riva 180 Scooter-1250 miles-8 mos
old-freeway legal-70 mph-cover &
helmet. $1370/offer. 546-3540.
1979 SUZUKI GS550 E HELMET INCL.
GREAT COND. 481-8135 $760/OBO

74 MAVERICK,TRANSPORTATION CAR
$290/OFFER.543-1105 AFTER 3PM.

BEAUTIFUL OLD HOUSE - Room for 2
Washer/,Redwook keck. Fireplace
Dryer, Microwave, fun roommates
549^563
F OWN ROOM WTR QTR LAGUNA LAKE
CONDO. W/D, DW, MICRO, FURNISHED
$275. 544-6347 ELLEN

Zippers replaced $6. Hems $3 & up. Other
alterations. Heien's 544-0858.

F rmmate needed to share rm at
Murray St Station. $215/mo. Furn,
water & trash pd. Allison 544-8413

COMPUT-IT 544-6420. Quality Word Pro
cessing, Term Papers, Professional
Resumes. Top quality Laser Printing.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL
BONNIE, 543-0520, EVES.
Happy Holidays. See you next year. Susie
s m 1 1 0 9 p 0 7 s l0 7 1 f5 h o c r a c r s fl0 4 0 ir

SKI BEAR!
Ski Bear Valley w/ CAL POLY SKI
CLUB $30-members,$35-non.Dec.5th
•Includes: Lift tickets, t-shirt,&
transportation-A Party w/10 other
schoolsISignup in UU Plaza 11-2!

RECREATION LEADER
Plan, prepare & conduct activit
ies for 6-12 year oid children.
Various shifts avaiiable 7:30AM 5:30 PM. Apply SLO Rec Dept. 860
Pacific, or Call 54907303.
SHIPPING & RECEIVING CLERK
4.00/HR START VERY FLEXIBLE HRS
GARRISON ELECTRIC CO 543-3915.
TEACHER needed for Infant-Toddler
Center; approx. 20 hrs/wk. require
an enjoyment of young children:
Junior, Senior or Graduate CFD
major and experience with young
children. Apply at Cal Poly
children’s center - 546-1267
VETERINARY HOSPITAL LIVE-IN
POSITION AVAILABLE-CLOSE TO
CAMPUS.CALL 543-0956 10AM-2PM

M ALE-Share Rm in Nice Single
Duplex,2Bthrms,Laundry,Microwave,Spacious,Low Util,Close to
Poly,$213MO,541-5935
Need 2 females to share rm at
Murray St Station. $215 ea/mo.
544-8413 Allison or Leah.
OWN ROOM,MALEOR REMALE, AVAIL.
Wtr.-?,$250/mo.,lncludes All Utl.
Clean/Downtown Stuart 546-9673
OWN ROOM AVAILABLE FOR MALE AT
WOODSIDE APT. CLOSE TO POLY.
APPROX. $250/MNTH CALL 543-2772
GREAT ROOMMATES.
OWN ROOM IN WOODSIDE APT CLOSE
TO POLY QUIET POOL LAUNDRY
DISHWASHER FEMALE CALL 544-4940
APPROX 260mo.
OWN ROOM WITH OCEAN VIEW FOR
FEMALE IN SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM
HOUSE, Nonsmoker,$250 &Utilities
773-1612-Available December 15
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE HALF MILE
FROM POLY $250/MO&LAST 5469074
Private room at Woodside Condos
Avail, immed. Fern, after 5,489-2856

T-SHIRTS*T-SHIRTS*T-SHIRTS!!
Dorms,Frats,Clubs,Surf,Whatever!
Call Stretchshow! (805)546-4468

A-Papers! Sr.Projects our specialty.Word Proc.Spell Check.Revisions
BAYNHAM EXEC. SERVICES 772-3348

M RMT NEEDED FOR WTR & SPR QTR
to share room in large condo. W/D
and extras. $200 month. Available
12/15.549-0487.

MOVING SALE: Sng Bed, Dbl Bed, Desk
Sofabed,Tbl & Chairs,Lamps,T.V.,Endtbls,CoffeeTbl,OutdoorTbl &Chrs
Bdroom Set, Drawers & MORE CALL
528-7804 or 544-6871 FOR iNFO.

I NEED GRAD TICKETS!
WILL PAY CALL GREG 544-8238
NEED GRAD TICKETS! WILL PAY
CALL MARYBETH AT 549-0840

M rmate to share room in 2bdrm
house. Furnished w/ dishwasher,
laundry;$162 per month call 544-2323

M rmt needed to share room in a
Great House $215/mo Jacuz, Fireplace,wash/dry,dshwshr 543-6160

I need GRAD TICKETS
Please call Sandra 549-8831.
I NEED FALL GRAD TICKETS. WILL
PAY CASH$$$ MARYELLEN 544-0505

HELP! 1-2 FEM. RMTS. ASAP! $210
GR8 RMTS! WALK TO POLY! 549-8969

Aria Guitar $60 w/case Large
Furniture Pillows $35 6x5&5x4
great for studio. 489-6551

Pool Table GREAT COND $190 2382966

AGR-

WHICH ONE WAS

WANTED CRAFT INSTRUCTORS AND
SUPERVISORS
Get creative & work in the UU
Craft Center. Apply at the ASI
Business Office NOW!

16

FRMMTSHARE ROOM
175 mo. CLOSE TO POLY
NONSMOKER EVES 541-4691
F RMMT NEEDED TO SHARE IN 2BDRM APT-FOOTHILL HACIENDAONE BLOCK FROM POLY.$201/MO,
AVAIL JAN 1 CALL 541-2263
Fern needed to share room in brand
new Pinecreek Condo. Can’t get any
closer to Poly 250mo. 546-8632
FEM TO SHARE LG RM IN NICE CONDO
DTWN NOW OR JAN 1 $200 541-1692
Female Roommate Needed
Starting Winter Quarter
Very Close to Poly $156.251/mo
Call 544-9548 Evenings
Female New Condo 2blks to Poly
Pool,Fireplace,BBQ Renae 438-3329
FEMALE NEEDS ROOMMATE IN MOBIL
HOME IN CHUMASH MOBIL HOME
PARK SLO OWN BEDROOM WITH OWN
BATH ROOM $280/Mon. 546-8382
WASH-DRYER
Female Roommate Needed. Winter Qtr
on. Share rm in spacious house.
Lots of extras.Close to Poly.Only
$162.50/mo & utilities 543-9237
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED WINTER
AND SPRING-JUST BLOCKS FROM CAM
PUS! CALL MARY BETH AT 549-0840
Fm. rmmt(s) to share 2 bdrm apt
Close to Poly $170/mo to share
plus deposit 541-3178
FM ROOMMATE TO SHARE 1 BDRM
APT:CLOSE TO POLY & TOWN.GREAT
ROOMMATE.START WNT QTR ONLY

$200

549-9432

FML TO SHARE RM TO RENT DEC FREE
CLOSE TO POLY $225 NO DEPOSIT
AVAILABLE CALL MICHELLE 546-9344

RMMTE NEEDED 4 1987 $180/MO TO
SHARE CALL 544-6519 MANY XTRAS
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR WTR/&/SPR
male, share room, walk to Poly,
nonsmoker. ONLY $172/mo. 544-3173
Roommate needed to share room
in apartment, closed to Poly
$190 month call 546-8367
ROOMATES NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN HOUSE ONLY 185.00/PERSON!
MALE OR FEMALE CALL 541-8708

Roommate Needed
Call 541-0797 SHARE ROOM NEW CON
DO $210/MO AVAILABLE NOW
Share/Mstr Bdrm in Condo, DW.W/D,
Micro,Gar. 238ea/mo Patty 543-9237
SHARE RM IN APT, WALK TO POLY
CHRISTIAN MALE PREFERED,MICRO,
LAUNDRY,QUIET,$160mo 543-7701
WANTED: Fern to share 1 Bdrm Apt
3 min walk to Poly $230/mo & half
utilities. Call Serena 541-8036
1-2 F rmts to share master bdrm
of co-ed house. $210 Avail. 12/20
Nonsmoker. 546^440 Roxanne.
1-2 F RMTS NEEDED Own Rm or Share
Spacious Apt. VERY close to Poly!
Starting Wtr Qtr CALL NOW!!!
543-7000
2 F roommates needed to share room
in Laguan Lake condo. Fully furnished,bckyrd,micro,garage,dry7
washer. $205/mo each - deposit
Availabie now-CALL 541-1764
2 MALE RMMTS NEEDED-WNTR QTR
TO SHARE ROOM IN HOUSE.WALK TO
POLY. $195/MO 541-8750.

ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE FOR RENT
$450/Mo available now for one
to two people. 541-6258.
ONLY$150/PERSOn1
N EED 2 FEM TO TAKE OVER CONTRACT
IN LARGE APT.CLOSE TO SCHOOL.IF
INTERESTED, CALL SHERYL 546-9490
2 bdrm house 4 rent near Poly & shopp
ing. 541-1112.

BUYING A HOUSE?
Free list of all the affordable houses
and condos for sale in SLO,including
condos near Poly .Call Steve Nelson F/S
Inc 543-8370.Leave Message.
CHARMING, SUPER CLEAN, 2 BEDROM
HOME, CLOSE TO POLY & DOWNTOWN
BY OWNER. CALL 543-6911
For list of affordable SLO homes. Call
Kent Mazzia, County Properties 544-5777.

Graduated Savings.
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One week only, save on the gold ring of your ehoic-e. For comi)lete
details, see your Jostens representative at:
M

December 8-12
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10 am - 4 pm

JOSTENS
A M E R I C A ' S
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Bookstoie
SAT 10 30AM-2 30PM

Nurse Mary Wall takes blood from Cal Poly civil engineering graduate Chuck McCallum.

From page 1
things, not just emergencies, and
people do not realize this,” she
said.
A non-profit organization,
Tri-Counties is a self-sustaining
community service which col
lects, processes and distributes
the blood components needed in
the San Luis Obispo area.

Corral

tmas

Betty Kroeze, clerical super
visor for the Cal Poly Health
Center, said most blood collected
is from blood drives, in which Cal
Poly students play an active role
in all aspects.
The Student Health Advisory
Council sponsors three blood
drives a year, and the Cal Poly
Women’s Club and fraternities

TUSTIN ELLISON/Muttang Dally

help. In this instance, giving
blood not only helps the com
munity, but it can also help
donors or organizations with
which they’re associated. This
can be done by setting up a fund,
and as most people do not
realize. Cal Poly already has one.
With more than 5,500 credits
of units of blood, the Cal Poly
blood supply is currently wellstocked because of the generous
donations of students, said
Kroeze. ‘‘Any student is eligible
to use the blood, however. You
do not have to be a donor to
benefit.
‘‘If a Cal Poly student, staff, or
faculty member needs blood they
can contact me and the used
blood units will be replenished
from our supply,” said Kroeze.
‘‘It is all done on paper and after
the fact, but it cuts costs as
every credit unit of blood is
worth $10.”
Any healthy person who
weighs more than 110 pounds
and is above the age of 17 can
donate blood as often as possible
without exceeding five donations
per year or donating more than
once every 56 days, said Boltz.
There are people who cannot
donate blood, such as homosex
uals and intravenous drug
abusers, but to be safe everyone
is tested prior to the donation to
make sure there are no problems.
‘‘It is impossible to get AIDS by
donating blood,” said Boltz. She
added, ‘‘We have a very safe
blood supply in this area, and
that is why we want to keep it
here locally.”

MAINTENCE SUPERVISOR
Th* world’s largMt producer of turkey meets
and fresh turkey parts has an entry l e ^ poeition available on it’s management team. We are
looking for self motivated aggressive in
dividuals with good interpersonal communica
tions and organizational skills with the ability
to handle a high volume of assigmnents.
Responsibilities include the ability to work with
people, hiring, firing, production, quality and
safety. Ability to work night shifts snd relocate
for promotional opportunities could be
necessary. This positk>n offers excellent ad
vancement (^rportunities, salary and benefits
package. We are seeking those individuals with
a degree in Mechanical Engineering. No ex
perience necessary. Please send resume to:
LOUIS RICH COMPANY. P.O. Box 6037,
Modesto, CA 0U5S Attn: Personnel.

